Evolution of the predictive markers amphiregulin and epiregulin mRNAs during long-term cetuximab treatment of KRAS wild-type tumor cells.
Molecular mechanisms other than activating KRAS mutations should underlie the occurrence of weaker versus stronger responses to cetuximab (CTX) in EGFR-dependent carcinomas with either an intact KRAS signaling or in which KRAS mutations do not predict CTX efficacy. We hypothesized that KRAS wild-type (WT) tumor cell-line models chronically adapted to grow in the presence of CTX could be interrogated to establish if the positive predictive value of the mRNAs coding for the EGFR ligands amphiregulin (AR) and epiregulin (EPI) could be significantly altered during and/or after treatment with CTX. Gene expression analyses using real-time (kinetic) RT-PCR were performed to monitor the transcriptional evolution of EGFR ligands EGF, TGFα, AR, BTC, EPI, NRG and HB-EGF in experimental modes induced to exhibit acquired resistance to the mono-HER1 inhibitor CTX, the mono-HER2 inhibitor trastuzumab (Tzb) or the dual HER1/HER2 inhibitor lapatinib (LPT). Gene expression signatures for EGFR ligands distinctively related to the occurrence of unresponsiveness to CTX, Tzb or LPT, with minimal overlap between them. CTX's molecular functioning largely depended on the overproduction of the mRNAs coding for the EGFR ligands AR and EPI. Thus, a dramatic down-regulation of AR/EPI mRNA expression occurred upon loss of CTX efficacy in EGFR-positive tumor cells with an intact regulation of RAS signaling. Unlike KRAS mutations, which are informative of unresponsiveness to CTX solely in mCRC, our hypothesis-generating data suggest that expression status of AR and EPI mRNAs might be evaluated as dynamic predictors of response in KRAS WT patients receiving any CTX-based therapy.